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RAP – the Regulatory Assistance Project

RAP is a non-profit organization providing 
technical and educational assistance to 
government officials on energy and 
environmental issues. RAP staff have 
extensive utility regulatory experience. RAP 
technical assistance to states is supported by 
US DOE, US EPA and foundations.
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Overview of What’s Hot –
The Good and the Bad

• Solar costs down, NEM, tax incentives, 
VOC

• Rate Design
• Time of Use Rates
• Higher fixed fees, standby fees, demand 

charges
• Distribution System Planning to Control 

Costs
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Costs Continue to Decline
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Distributed Generation is Growing
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+ 30% per year
Since 2001
Cumulative: 11+ GW



Why Reassess? Why Change? Why Now?
A Decentralized Grid Rising

• On site generation
– Prices to deploy are trending down
– Electricity users value choice

• To secure prices, or beat the market
• To assure zero emissions, to do their part
• To be cool
• To cooperate with neighbors

• Automation (comms, smart systems, stds.) 
keeps it simple while chasing value
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Consumer Perspective

• Rates are Prices
• Prices represent a message to consumers
• Utility Prices signal system value

• Consumers have new choices, 
– Is there alignment between 

customer value and grid value?
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Principles for Modern Rate Design

Universal Service: A customer should be able to connect to 
the grid for no more than the cost of connecting to the grid.

Time-Varying: Customers should pay for grid services and 
power supply in proportion to how much they use and when 
they use it.

Fair Compensation: Customers supplying  power to the 
grid should be compensated fairly for the value of the power
they supply.
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Resources

• Smart Rate Design 
for A Smart Future

– With appendices:
• Cost allocation
• Rate Design 

Primer
• Retail Competition
• Monopoly Power
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http://raponline.org/document/download/id/7680
http://raponline.org/document/download/id/7766
http://raponline.org/document/download/id/7767
http://raponline.org/document/download/id/7768
http://raponline.org/document/download/id/7771
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Grid Value from DER – Differentiate by

• Time
– Peaks and managing predictable solar, CHP 

patterns

• Location
– High marginal cost places

• Attribute
– Unbundled energy, capacity, ancillary
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Cross-Subsidies…

• Subsidies are endemic in utility rates
• Averages smooth out distinctions among 

customers
• Rough justice coupled with some 

intentional bias is the norm
• Explicit, appropriate subsidies are fine

– No more (hidden or unintentional shifts)
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Rate Design Segment
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A Fixed TOU Rate in Use

• On-Peak
Summer: weekdays 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Winter: weekdays 7 a.m. - 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

• Intermediate-Peak
Summer: weekdays 7 a.m. - 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Winter: weekdays 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

• Off-Peak
Summer: weekdays 11 p.m. - 7 a.m., Sat., Sun., holidays
Winter: weekdays 9 p.m. - 7 a.m., Saturday, Sunday, holidays
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Sample Time of Use with Critical Peak:
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Peak Load Benefits of 
Different Residential Rate Designs
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Enabling Technology Improves 
Price Response



Contrasting Direct Demand Response 
and Dynamic Pricing

• Dynamic pricing can result in a steady fairly 
reliable reduction in peak demand, thereby 
altering the daily load curve, but it can not 
impact the need to reduce demand as a result of 
a specific event.

• Active Load Control can be employed to respond 
to specific emergency events to maintain 
reliability. 
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Contrasting Direct Demand Response and 
Dynamic Pricing

In determining whether to use a dynamic pricing 
rate design or a direct demand response program, 
the question is whether you want to lower the peak 
demand curve and shift load in which case changes 
are incorporated through the rate design or
whether you want to create a product that can be 
used to reduce demand when system peaks are 
getting too high.  
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A Peak Time Rebate in Use

• Delaware Delmarva Power and Light (DPL) has 
a critical peak rebate program for residential 
customers. 

• Customers receive a $1.25 credit for every kWh 
they reduce their usage below a baseline during 
an event. 

• Customers get this credit automatically; they do 
not have to enroll in the program.

DP&L: http://www.delmarva.com/Peak-Energy-Savings-Credit.aspx
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Price Elasticity at Work
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Customer Specific Costs Appropriate 
for the Monthly Customer Charge

• Billing
• Collections
• Share of 

transformer 
and service 
drop
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Net metering growth
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Maturing Solar:
Changes Ahead for Net Metering?

• Compensation method suited for infant 
industry
– Emphasis of simple compensation and 

interconnection
– Rough compensation “close enough” at 

smaller numbers
– When higher numbers create a financial effect 

on the utility, a more rigorous compensation 
method can be considered
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Rate Design Principles for DG Users

• DG users should not experience discrimination
• Time-varying rates are appropriate in both directions
• PV user should be able to connect to the grid for no more 

than the cost to connect
• PV user should be able to avoid the retail rate for all on-

site consumption of on-site power
• PV user should pay for T&D service at non-discriminatory 

rates for power received from the grid
• Recognize “value of solar” to the grid when establishing 

fair rates and compensation for DG users
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Resources

• Designing Distributed Generation Tariffs Well
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http://raponline.org/document/download/id/6898


Complementary Policies

• Distribution planning to establish locational and 
time values

• Decoupling to remove throughput incentives and 
address revenue adequacy and stability
– With minimum bill if PUC judges it needed

• Outcome-based regulation to promote most valuable 
utility activity

• Technology when business case informed by value is 
compelling

• Bill simplicity so customers (or their agent) can 
understand the value of choices
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California and New York

• California PUC has directed its utilities to open up the 
distribution planning process
– Use DG and DR as primary resources

• NY PSC in its Reforming the Energy Vision process has 
set its utilities on a similar path
– Anticipates avoiding significant grid costs from 

typical solutions
– Potential transfer of cost from utility to customers 

choosing to deploy DG and DR
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Trends are Clear

• More automation
• More valuable choices for individuals

– Potential for more consumer interest for 
services

– What happens if storage becomes more 
accessible to consumers?

• What will utilities and their regulators do?
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About RAP

The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP) is a global, non-profit team of experts that 
focuses on the long-term economic and environmental sustainability of the power 
sector. RAP has deep expertise in regulatory and market policies that: 

 Promote economic efficiency
 Protect the environment
 Ensure system reliability
 Allocate system benefits fairly among all consumers

Learn more about RAP at www.raponline.org

David Littell
DLittell@raponline.org +1 802 498 0733

mailto:DLittell@raponline.org
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